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O’Connell: “It’s really 
important that the duty 

free industry continues to 
engage with the respective 

governments where they 
operate and communicate 
both our concerns and our 
support for the combating 

of illicit trade.”

Uncertainty is the only certainty 
there is, and knowing how to live with 
insecurity is the only security.  
John Allen Paulos
 

Six months ago I would have begun this 

introduction differently. Today I write this 

following the tragedy in Australia, and 

more recently in New Zealand and Japan, 

and know that many of you reading this 

will have been affected directly by these 

terrible events. Our thoughts are with 

those affected directly. These events are 

the result of Mother Nature, not Human 

Error – not bad economic judgements or 

acts of terrorism. Yet, again, these are 

events which will undoubtedly impact on 

travel patterns and our business, and which 

will again test our strength and resilience, 

particularly in this region.

They dampen an otherwise bright picture 

in the Asia Pacific region, with ACI figures 

showing passenger volumes up more than 

14% in 2010, well ahead of the international 

growth figure of 7.5%. Double-digit growth 

at Asian airports was the norm last year 

and, although this has slowed in 2011, 

the trend has still been positive with 

Airports of Thailand posting an 11% rise 

in international passengers in February 

and passenger numbers at Singapore 

Changi up 9.1%. According to air4casts, 

passenger numbers into Brisbane fell by 

8% in February – hardly surprising after 

the floods in January – and so equally the 

impact of the devastating earthquake and 

tsunami in Japan is bound to impact on 

both inbound and outbound traffic.

As an industry, we are exceptional at 

quickly rallying support and raising funds 

to help those who are suffering; as a 

business, we can only – once again – look 

at the longer term picture and strive to 

continue offering the very best retail offer 

to our customers.

That’s why the theme of our Conference this 

year is ‘Asia Pacific Inside Out’, providing 

a thorough analysis of the industry in this 

region, with experts from both within the 

business and from the outside assessing 

where the potential lies for the future – and 

how to cope with the seemingly never-

ending challenges of today.

The long-term positivity for the region is 

more than highlighted by the interest in 

the exhibition this year, with an increase 

in exhibitors of more than 20% to 212 in 

total – 58 of which are returning or here 

for the first time. We are delighted to be 

welcoming brands such as Bally, Boggi 

Milano, L’Occitane, Orlane, Polaroid 

Eyewear and SPI Spirits, and wish you all a 

very successful week.

We will, of course, again be running the 

very popular ONE2ONE pre-arranged 

meetings service using a dedicated suite of 

meeting rooms within the exhibition hall. 

Last year, ONE2ONE facilitated almost 300 

meetings in the suites and on exhibitor 

stands between exhibiting brands, retailers, 

airlines and concessionaires. If you have 

not yet taken advantage of this facility, 

then I urge you to do so asap by contacting 

one2one@tfwa.com.

Within this copy of the TFWA Daily you will 

find all the information you need to pre-

plan your time at this year’s TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. I look forward to 

meeting you there.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

introduction

REMAINING POSITIVE 
IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD

A significant threat is that to duty free 

tobacco sales. A World Health Organization 

(WHO) Working Group has been established 

to examine the use of price and taxation 

policies as a means to reduce the demand 

for tobacco, while the WHO Tobacco Free 

Initiative’s Technical Report on Taxation 

Policies of Tobacco Products has also 

claimed that duty free sales undermine 

national taxation policies.

O’Connell said: “The duty free sector 

operates in a very limited environment. It’s 

highly controlled and regulated, so we have 

always felt that it’s disingenuous to suggest 

that duty free sales undermine national 

taxation policies.”

Refuting the claims that duty free sales 

contribute to the illicit trade in tobacco, 

he continued: “We have to work very 

closely with the governments and Customs 

authorities, so it’s a very tightly regulated 

and constrained industry. We also have 

to remember that the duty free tobacco 

industry accounts for less than 1% of the 

global tobacco industry. The reality is that 

the illicit tobacco trade damages duty 

free as well, so we’re happy to continue to 

engage with the relevant authorities to do all 

we can to help combat this and protect the 

integrity of the duty free sector.”

The next round of negotiations on the Illicit 

Trade Protocol will be held in early 2012 

and O’Connell explained that the “next 9-10 

months are critical” and that the industry 

must unite to challenge the threats posed.

inDuSTry uniTED in 
mEETing CHALLENgES

The most urgent challenges and threats facing the 
travel retail industry, both within Asia Pacific and 
globally, will be addressed at the TFWA Industry 
Association Working Lunch, which takes place 
from 13:00 to 14:30 on Monday 16 May.  
Frank O’Connell, ETRC President, outlined some 
of the key concerns.

He said: “It’s really important that the duty 

free industry continues to engage with the 

respective governments where they operate 

and communicate both our concerns and our 

support for the combating of illicit trade. This 

does not only concern the duty free tobacco 

industry, but the whole duty free industry 

and our partners, because we’re essentially 

working on behalf of the airports.”

LAGs restrictions
The European Union is to lift restrictions 

on Liquids, Aerosols and Gels (LAGs) in a 

two-phase process – phase 1 begins on 29 

April this year, with phase 2 following in 

April 2013. Under phase 1, any traveller 

arriving in the EU carrying duty free 

LAGs sealed inside a STEB (Security 

Tamper Evident Bags) that meets ICAO 

specifications, and with a receipt that 

shows it was purchased within the last 

36 hours, can freely transfer within any 

airport in the EU. Under Phase 2, all LAGs 

restrictions for all passengers will be 

lifted at EU airports on 29 April 2013.

The first-phase lifting LAGs restrictions 

could prove to be a positive step in terms 

of driving sales for the sector, according 

to O’Connell. “Our consistent position has 

been that we will support the lifting of 

restrictions because it makes sense from 

our point of view as retailers, but only 

when we can ensure that what replaces the 

current restrictions is a solution that works 

better for the passenger,” he said.

TFWA WORLD ExhIbITION 
2011 chANGE  
Of dATES
Please note that the new dates for this 

year’s TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes are 

18-23 September 2011, instead of October 

as previously announced. The change of 

timing follows the announcement by French 

President Nicolas Sarkozy that the City of 

Cannes has been chosen as the venue for 

the G20 meeting in early November 2011.
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Workshop A: indiA inside out
Room 208/209, Suntec Level 2

A panel of industry leaders from the Indian 

sub-continent will aim to shed light on the 

reality of airport retail in the market and 

look at the prospects for all stakeholders in 

the near future and longer term.

Do the challenges outweigh the 

opportunities? The challenges are many, so 

are the opportunities for the future attractive 

enough to invest in this complex market 

today? Will the early birds win in the long-

term? With traffic set to expand significantly 

over the next decade, how will the millions 

of Indian travellers behave in the airport 

stores? What is the right retail offer for 

India’s airports? What do Indian travellers 

really want?

Jacob Abraham, Manager (Retail Business), 

Cochin International Airport Limited

Dilip Kapur, President, Hidesign

Deepak Talwar, Chairman, IDFS Tradings

Rolf Blaser, Country Head, The Nuance 

Group India

Kapil Kaul, CEO, CAPA India

Moderator: Marek Kolasinski, Managing 

Editor, Frontier Magazine

09:00-09:25 

State of the industry address

Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA President, 

will reflect on business in the Asia Pacific 

region in his state of the industry address. 

He will examine business opportunities over 

the coming months against a backdrop of 

in-depth analysis of recent performance and 

growth potential.

09:30-09:40

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing 

Director, King Power Group (Duty Free 

and Travel Retail) Hong Kong, will discuss 

how APTRA is aiming to provide exclusive 

insights into the behaviour of travellers 

with its new consumer research. He will 

also highlight the reality of the regulatory 

situation and identify the issues affecting the 

region, while calling for concerted action.

09:40-10:10 

The challenge of luxury retailing in duty free 

and travel retail in Asia today

Christian Blanckaert, President, Petit 

Bateau and former Vice President of 

Hermes International, will offer insights 

into the success of luxury brands in Asia 

Pacific, looking at global competition against 

emerging high-end brands from the region. He 

will discuss the shift in emphasis of the luxury 

segment from traditional consumer markets 

to Asia, highlighting both the challenges and 

opportunities for luxury brands.

ConfErEnCE  
ANd WorkSHopS
progrAmmE

The theme of this year’s conference is ‘Asia Pacific Inside Out’. The focus will  
be on a comprehensive analysis of the duty free and travel retail industry in  
Asia Pacific, with contributions from industry experts, retail specialists and futurist  
thought-leaders. The range of high-profile speakers will assess where future  
potential lies and how to cope with current challenges.

10:15-10:50 

Strategies for Duty Free and Travel Retail in 

a Decade of Change

Rohit Talwar, CEO, Fast Future, is a global 

futurist and retail industry thought-leader. 

His promises to be a provocative and 

inspirational address, highlighting the key 

opportunities and challenges facing the 

Asia Pacific travel retail sector over the 

next decade. Among the topics covered 

will be: Global trends and transformations 

shaping the economic and consumer 

landscape; key trends, opportunities and 

challenges for brands and businesses 

in the Asia Pacific region; opportunities 

arising from new retail formats and new 

technology; and practical steps for adapting 

to a changing world, changing retail 

possibilities and changing consumers.

Moderator: Michael Barrett, TFWA 

Conference & Research Manager

Translation available in Mandarin 

and Japanese

Workshop B: JApAn inside out
Theatre, Suntec Level 2

With mixed news coming out of Japan on 

both a macroeconomic and an industry 

level, this session will aim to get behind 

the media messages to provide a deeper 

understanding of this historic market for the 

duty free and travel retail industry.

While there have been reported losses in 

retail revenues at Tokyo’s major airports 

despite traffic increases over recent years 

and the economy being taken over by China 

in terms of global GDP, a strong yen has 

seen plane loads of Japanese tourists 

travelling around the region, from Korea 

to Cairns, taking advantage of their revived 

spending power. This session will see 

eminent speakers provide insight into how 

Japan’s duty free and travel retail industry 

is faring in light of these developments, 

with a special focus on Japanese outbound 

traveller shopping behaviour with the TFWA/

JTM consumer research.

Akito Abukawa, Chairman, Duty Free Shops 

Association of Japan (DFSAJ), President, the 

Asahi Airport Service Co. Ltd.

Harubumi Kobori, Senior Executive Vice 

President & Representative Director, Narita 

International Airport Corporation

Ming Lee Foo, Vice President Consumer and 

Trade Marketing Worldwide Duty Free, JTI

Masato Takamatsu, President, Japan 

Tourism Marketing

Moderator: Dermot Davitt, 

Executive Director – Deputy Publisher,  

The Moodie Report

Translation available in Mandarin 

and Japanese

MondAy 16 MAy 2011
09:00-10:45 Opening Session

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

11:30-13:00  Workshops A & B
pLeAse note: Workshops A and B run simultaneously

10:50-11:30

BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE

13:00-14:30 

BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH, MAIN BALLROOM
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2011 CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS SPONSORS:
Diamond: Platinum:

13:00-14:30

TFWA Industry Association Working Lunch

Room 201, Suntec Level 2

This working lunch session will seek to 

highlight the most pressing concerns and 

threats for the industry, both globally and 

in the Asia Pacific region, with discussion 

on collaborative solutions to address the 

issues. Participants will be invited to discuss 

how the industry can organise itself to 

anticipate such threats and offset damage to 

the business.

Please note that places are limited and must 

be reserved in advance. Invitations will be 

sent to delegates prior to the conference.

Sarah Branquinho, Business Relations & 

External Affairs Director, WDF & Aldeasa

Dr Peter Mohn, Partner and Co-founder of 

m1nd-set - Global Marketing Intelligence 

& Solutions

Keith Spinks, Secretary General, ETRC

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA, and Managing 

Director, King Power Group (Duty Free and 

Travel Retail) Hong Kong

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference & 

Research Manager, TFWA

Workshop c: chinA inside out
Theatre, Suntec Level 2

“No end to growth” was the conclusion on 

China at the Asia Pacific workshop during 

the 2010 TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes. 

This session will dig deeper into this high-

potential market for the duty free and travel 

retail industry.

The workshop will explore the growth 

of luxury brands in the Chinese market 

with Christian Blanckaert. The shopping 

behaviour and desires of Chinese consumers, 

as well as retail trends in China, will also be 

explored in detail by market experts. There 

will also be an insight into developments in 

China’s airport retail industry; Charles Chen, 

Vice President, China Duty Free Group, will 

present on future growth and opportunities 

for all stakeholders.

Anson Bailey, Principal, Business 

Development China, KPMG

Christian Blanckaert, President, Petit 

Bateau

Charles Chen, Vice President, China Duty 

Free Group

Moderator: John Rimmer, 

Executive Director – Business Development, 

The Moodie Report

Translation available in Mandarin 

and Japanese

Workshop d: pArtnerships  
in prActice
Room 208/209, Suntec Level 2

There is much talk within the duty free 

and travel retail sector about the need for 

a greater sense of partnership between 

stakeholders. There are some strong 

examples already, but can more be done?

This session will highlight concrete 

examples of how airports, airlines, retailers 

and suppliers are collaborating and will aim 

to explore ways in which the partnership 

spirit can be further enhanced to create 

tangible benefits.

Communicating with consumers before, 

during and after the travel experience will 

be an area explored in detail, looking at 

solutions for an innovative approach to 

consumer communication while improving 

the relationship between all partners and 

the consumer to create a unique travel 

retail experience.

Patrick Bouchard, Travel Retail General 

Manager, PUIG

Emmanuel de Place, COO, Lagardere 

Services Asia Pacific

Scott Norris, General Manager, Commercial 

Services, Perth Airport

Rohit Talwar, CEO, Fast Future

Jay Woo, General Manager Travel Retail 

Asia Pacific, GTME Diageo

Moderator: Doug Newhouse, 

Founding Editorial Director, The Travel 

Retail Business

The Secret to Superior Service

Ron Kaufman, Author and Founder of ‘Up! 

Your Service’

The conference will conclude with an 

inspiring, refreshing look at ways in which 

the Asia Pacific travel retail industry can 

take simple yet effective steps to innovate 

and improve the customer experience 

in both airport and inflight retail. The 

session will focus on how the approach 

to customer service in Asia Pacific can be 

tailored to ensure maximum penetration 

and conversion.

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference & 

Research Manager, TFWA

Translation available in Mandarin 

and Japanese

17:30

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC BAR, Suntec, Level 3

14:30-16:00 Workshops c & d
pLeAse note: Workshops C and D run simultaneously

16:30-17:30
Closing Session

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

16:00-16:30 

BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE

Conference coffee break: Conference portfolio:
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LEADing 
brAnDS dEbUt 
in SingAporE
There are 58 new or returning exhibitors at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, 
representing an impressive 27% of the total. Covering all product categories, the sheer volume of 
companies either exhibiting for the first time or returning after an absence highlights the importance of 
the event in the strategies of many major brands. Here, we preview a selection. Further instalments of 
our focus on new and returning exhibitors will follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

BALLy 01
STAND HS09

BoGGi MiLAno 02
STAND D30

Who Are you?
Bally was established in 1851 by Carl 

Franz Bally at Schoenenwerd, Switzerland. 

Bally is a world luxury brand, renowned 

for excellence in the crafting of shoes and 

leather goods. Every product highlights 

Bally’s quality, craftsmanship and 

contemporary design with inspiration 

often drawn from the company's extensive 

archive. The LABELUX Group, a Vienna-

based luxury goods holding company, 

acquired Bally International in 2008 and in 

2009, appointed Berndt Hauptkorn as CEO, 

Bally International. In April 2010, Bally 

appointed British design-duo Michael Herz 

and Graeme Fidler as creative directors, 

who bring a fresh focus to shoes and a new 

vision for the entire brand.

Who Buys your products?
The target of Bally products is quite wide 

since the brand offers shoes, leather 

accessories and RTW. Our products appeal 

to women and men that look for quality, 

craftsmanship and contemporary design.

Who Are you?
Boggi Milano is a prominent Italian 

menswear retailer and produces Italian 

lifestyle-wear inspired by the quintessential 

‘Milanese’ business style. The company 

was established in 1939 and the first Boggi 

store started trading in Milan in 1964. Boggi 

Milano has become an international group 

with a growing global presence following 

its clear strategic guidelines: to cement its 

Italian heritage via flagship locations in its 

home country (Rome, Venice, Florence); 

expand into key European cities (London, 

Paris, Madrid, Munich, Athens); and develop 

a presence in new emerging markets.

Who Buys your products?
The brand is attuned with today’s 

cosmopolitan and contemporary man and 

his lifestyle. Boggi Milano targets modern 

businessmen and professionals, offering, 

alongside the historical formal look which 

remains an instore bestseller, a wide range 

of casualwear products that make the wearer 

feel comfortable in an urban environment.

Why exhiBit noW?
Bally has a strong presence in the duty 

free channel. This year, Bally is exhibiting 

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE to 

strengthen its position in the Asia Pacific 

region and to strengthen its relationships 

with duty free operators.

WhAt Are your oBJectives?
Bally’s objectives are to continue expanding 

internationally and to grow the business by 

highlighting quality and craftsmanship.

WhAt is your unique  
seLLinG point (usp)?
Bally is well-known for excellence in the 

crafting of shoes and leather goods. All Bally 

products highlight quality, craftsmanship 

and contemporary design, with inspiration 

often drawn from Bally’s extensive archive.

Why exhiBit noW?
The motivation behind our drive to develop 

the business in travel retail is strictly tied to 

our clientele. Boggi Milano is aimed at the 

businessman with little time on his hands 

to make purchases – a man that works and 

travels. We have been exhibiting at TFWA 

World Exhibition in Cannes with positive 

results, and as the brand plans to expand into 

Asian markets, coming to Singapore is logical.

WhAt Are your oBJectives?
At this particular stage of our development, 

we expect to start building ties with local 

landlords and distributors and to acquire a 

good knowledge of the market.

WhAt is your usp?
Boggi Milano offers an easily recognisable 

range of exquisitely hand-finished products, 

with an essence of the purest Italian style and 

tradition, and made of the finest materials.

01
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LAMy 03
STAND E5

pArLux FrAGrAnces 04
STAND B12

Who Are you?
Around the world, Lamy is regarded 

as a pioneer among manufacturers of 

branded writing instruments because, at 

its location in Heidelberg, the company 

constantly excels with innovative ideas, 

the highest quality and modern design. 

Writing instruments from Lamy stand 

for reduced and functional styling and 

possess an unmistakable, modern design 

language. All products from Lamy are 

quality writing instruments with a clear 

design line. They are produced 100% at the 

location in Germany.

Who Buys your products?
With its design programme that points the 

way to the future and its love of detail, Lamy 

offers a matching writing instrument for 

every situation and every personal taste. 

For every occasion and every life situation, 

a matching writing instrument is available.

As varied as the Lamy product lines are, they 

all share the same clear and utility-oriented 

product design and the accessory function 

Who Are you?
Parlux Fragrances is an international 

designer, manufacturer and marketer of 

premium quality fragrances. The company’s 

products are positioned in the prestige 

segment of the fragrance market and range 

from $29 to $110.

Who Buys your products?
Our celebrity fragrances target young 

women from 16 to 24 years old. These young 

women aspire to the iconic, glamorous and 

fun personalities and lifestyle of celebrities. 

Our celebrity fragrances also respond to the 

needs and curiosity of customers looking 

for newness. Our designer fragrances target 

women anywhere from 25 to 54 years of age 

– women who like to indulge and appreciate 

good quality and style.

of underlining the personal style of their 

owner. The company – C. Josef Lamy GmbH 

– annually produces more than six million 

functional top-quality writing instruments 

and its products are sold in more than 65 

countries worldwide.

Why exhiBit noW?
The company wants to expand its customer 

base in the travel retail sector in order to be 

more accessible worldwide.

WhAt Are your oBJectives?
Our objectives at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE 

ONE2ONE are to promote the products 

and philosophy of Lamy, and to find new 

business partners in the travel retail sector.

WhAt is your usp?
Lamy products are sold only by retailers 

of office and stationary products, in 

department stores or in gifts and 

accessories design stores.

Why exhiBit noW?  
WhAt Are your oBJectives?
The TFWA Asia Pacific venue is perfect for 

us to meet up with many of our customers 

in Asia and Oceania in one place on an 

annual basis. It also gives us an opportunity 

to assess new trends in the region and to 

establish new relationships.

WhAt is your usp?
We offer products which represent an 

alternative lifestyle to commercial European 

designer fragrance brands. Our celebrity 

fragrances capture the spirit of fun and 

freedom of American pop culture, which 

young people around the world appreciate.

02

03

04
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NEw proDuCT prEViEWS
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is renowned as a key platform for the launch of new 
products into the region’s travel retail market. This year is no exception, with myriad high-profile 
brands introducing new products across all categories. Here, we preview a selection of the 
innovations that will be on show in Singapore.

Misaki will present the new Tropical 

Temptation collection at TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

Inspired by the sensual beauty of the 

Caribbean, the collection is designed to 

embody feminine sensuality. Luxurious 

necklaces, which are enhanced by sparkles 

and pearls, exotic flowers and butterflies, 

are complemented by pendants, which are 

based on hypnotising undersea creatures.

The Sun collection features a radiant 

gemstone surrounded by stunning silver 

beams and is embellished with shiny 

bronze pearls. The Sun Earrings, which 

feature a 6mm pearl, retail at 189, while 

the Sun Sautoir has a recommended 

travel retail price of 1169.

miSAki’S tropiCAL 
TEmpTATion

Meanwhile, the Shark collection 

combines the silkiness of mother of 

pearl with the sharpness of edgy fins and 

includes a ring, sautoir, necklace and 

earrings. Also included in the Tropical 

Temptation collection are the Saba, 

Papillon and Kermit ranges.

Misaki will also present its first men’s 

watch range. The new Men collection 

comprises three lines consisting of 

18 individual timepieces. The ‘MC-98’ 

model pays tribute to Monte-Carlo, the 

‘Adrenalin’ model embodies the racing 

mood, and the ‘7’ line is designed to 

glorify the masculine icon.

Stand G31

Following a highly successful 2010 and a 

strong start to 2011, William Grant & Sons 

will present its latest products at TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

The reigning International Spirits Challenge 

Distiller of the Year will have a strengthened 

regional travel team in Singapore, having 

made three new appointments to its Middle 

East, Asia Pacific and Australasia team.

New to the Asia Pacific market, Glenfiddich 

Age of Discovery is among the products 

that will be showcased. The 19 Year Old 

Madeira Finish Single Malt is a global travel 

retail exclusive and is aimed at gifters and 

whisky connoisseurs. 

New premium packaging will also be 

introduced for Glenfiddich 21 Year Old. 

A brand new bottle and outer case have 

been developed to ensure that the product 

stands out and to highlight the quality of 

the product itself. Global travel retail is the 

launch market for this new 21 Year Old and 

will have this packaging exclusively for at 

least six months.

William Grant & Sons will also launch 

batch three of The Balvenie Forty, the most 

outstanding expression of the handcrafted 

Single Malt Scotch Whisky, which is crafted 

by Malt Master David Stewart – the longest-

serving malt master in the Scotch Whisky 

industry. Just 150 bottles of the highly 

exclusive product will be available this year.

Stand J2

AwARd-
wINNING 
whISky

Mavive will present the latest fragrances 

from Zippo and Police at this year’s show. 

The new Zippo brand of fragrances, based on 

the iconic lighter, has enjoyed a successful 

introduction to the travel retail market. The 

new brand of fragrances was established last 

autumn and is targeted at male consumers 

aged 18-36, who appreciate design and vintage 

accessories. Zippo Original – which will be 

making its debut in the region – has been created 

by Alexandra Monet, of Drom Fragrances.

Sicilian bergamot top notes with grapefruit, 

apple and violet leaves are complemented 

by the rich heart, which is made up of black 

pepper, lavender from Provence, Egyptian 

geranium, clary sage absolute from France 

and Brazilian tonka beans. The drydown has 

Texan cedarwood, patchouli, cashmere wood, 

Haitian vetyver and Madagascar vanilla. The 

bottle for the eau de toilette also features 

the unmistakable design of the lighter, even 

featuring the famous Zippo ‘click’.

Also being presented will be the Police  

TO BE fragrance. Presented in a bottle  

based on a skull design, it is designed to 

symbolise power and to make the product 

truly recognisable. Police TO BE Eau de 

Toilette is available in 40ml, 75ml and 125ml 

editions, while a 125ml Aftershave and a 

150ml Deodorant Spray are also available.

Stand L30

StҮLiSH 
SCEnTS
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Following a year of significant expansion 

for Travel Blue, the company will present 

an extensive range of travel accessories 

and laptop luggage, as well as its Free-

Lost-Found service in Singapore.

“Our appearance at the TFWA Asia Pacific 

& GATE ONE2ONE show last year resulted 

in important business gains for the 

company with certain international duty 

free operators in this region,” explained 

Jonathan Smith, head of travel retail. 

“We’re confident of further consolidating 

and expanding our business within the 

region at the show this year.”

For business travellers, the new range 

of laptop bags features multiple zipped 

pockets and all bags come with a 

detachable shoulder strap for easy 

carrying, along with a saddle strap to 

securely fasten the bag to trolleys.

A new range of luggage accessories will also 

be on show, including the Neon Name Tags, 

which make identifying luggage easier. The 

tags come in three different colours: neon 

purple, neon green, and neon yellow.

TRAVEl 
BluE’S 
ASIAN 
fOcuS

Also being presented will be two new 

retractable volume control earphone 

products, available with a padded pouch in 

which to store devices such as a camera, 

MP3 player or mobile phone. 

Travel Blue products include the 

company’s Free-Lost-Found service, which 

is free of charge and gives the consumer 

the comfort of knowing that their valuables 

can be traced and found around the world 

if ever they are misplaced.

Stand D1

Godiva Chocolatier will introduce a number 

of seasonal limited edition products at 

this year’s show in Singapore.

New recipes have been 

developed and new 

boxes designed for 

the latest additions, 

which capitalise on 

increased demand 

during the summer 

period, Christmas festive 

season and Chinese New Year.

Among the new products is the Sensational 

Strawberry Limited Edition Summer 

Collection to celebrate the arrival of the 

summer season. A limited edition Milk 

Chocolate Strawberry Truffle has also been 

added to the Gems Collection. The truffle is 

filled with strawberry mousse and coated 

in smooth milk, then foil-wrapped to look 

like a mini strawberry. The limited edition 

Milk Chocolate Strawberry Tablet (100g) 

has also been introduced.

A range of new gift boxes have also been 

introduced as part of the Christmas 

Collection for 2011. The Christmas Gift 

Box features a classic box of 20 chocolates 

with 15 unique recipes, including seasonal 

flavours in white, milk and dark chocolate, 

SEASONAL 
SELECTIONS

while the Christmas Gift Box Truffles is 

an elegant and compact variation, which 

includes 12 of Godiva’s signature truffles. 

Also being showcased in Singapore will be 

the Christmas Tablet Gift Pack.

Godiva has also created an ideal gift for 

Chinese New Year 2012, which is the year 

of the Dragon. Each specially designed box 

contains 15 chocolates with 12 unique recipes 

and five dragon-shaped chocolates made with 

single origin dark, milk and white chocolate.

Stand H2
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Following its introduction in Cannes last 

October, Braun will proudly present its new 

black exhibition booth at TFWA Asia Pacific 

& GATE ONE2ONE.

The stand’s design is in line with Braun’s 

overall brand appearance and together with 

the all-black packaging concept it creates 

a unified brand look. The company will also 

present its point-of-sale concept, which 

includes materials for improved product 

BRAuN’S 
uNIfIEd 
lOOk

display and shopper experience.

Among the latest products that will be 

showcased is the Silk-épil 7 Dual Epilator. 

With its 40 tweezers and various attachments, 

it is the first hair removal device that combines 

the best of epilation and shaving to give long-

lasting results, superior smoothness and 

less pain. The integrated Gillette Venus blade 

follows behind the epilator, capturing stubborn 

hairs and lifting away dead skin cells.

Braun will also exhibit its Silk-épil Bikini 

Styler, which is available in either white 

or pink and comes in an airline-suitable 

packaging. It is equipped with a protective 

cap, cleaning brush, pouch and one Duracell 

AAA battery.

Stand E13

Skagen Designs will again exhibit the 

latest additions to its range of men’s and 

women’s contemporary timepieces in 

Singapore. The pioneering Danish brand has 

recently partnered with world-renowned 

Japanese designer Hiromichi Konno in the 

development of two special edition watches. 

Konno, who first honed his craft in Sweden 

and then London, gained international 

recognition for the design of his RIN chair.

“To have the opportunity to produce 

exclusive styles with a world-class designer 

ExCLUSivE CoLLAborATion
like Hiromichi Konno that can be offered 

to watch enthusiasts of any background is 

a truly momentous occasion,” said Henrik 

Jorst, co-owner of Skagen Designs.

In the two exclusive styles, natural flowing 

lines have been forged into slim yet powerful 

profiles – signature design elements of the 

Skagen timepieces.

While the male edition of the timepiece 

boasts a stainless steel case and links 

with an eye-catching black dial and 2-hand 

Japanese movement, the female version 

comprises a stainless steel mirror case 

wrapped in genuine leather. The model also 

features Swarovski Elements crystals and a 

2-hand Japanese movement.

Among various other timepieces, Skagen 

Designs will also showcase the signature 

809 Series men’s multifunction sports 

watch, which was awarded the ‘red dot’ 

seal of quality in the ‘red dot award: product 

design 2011’ category.

Stand K18

At this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE 

ONE2ONE, Chocolat Frey will present a 

number of its latest confectionery products, 

with a focus on its Chocobloc Air.

The product consists of the finest quality 

milk chocolate, which is a Swiss speciality, 

SWiSS 
dELigHtS

Imperial Tobacco will introduce two new 

travel retail exclusive editions for core 

brands Davidoff and Gauloises.

The Davidoff Cigarettes Book Edition is 

presented in a book format to emphasise 

the brand’s heritage and quality in a 

contemporary way, and it combines the story 

of the pack design relaunch and the heritage 

of the brand. The book contains 200 Davidoff 

cigarettes, which are available in Classic, 

Lights, One and Slims variations.

Special ‘bookshelves’ have also been designed 

to display the Book Edition, along with branded 

gondolas for standard Davidoff cartons.

ImPERIAL 
ExCLUSIVES

Also being presented is the Gauloises 

Blondes Cube. The unique cube-shaped 

sleeve – which has been designed along the 

lines of a Rubik’s Cube – contains 10 packs 

of 20 cigarettes and is available in blue, red 

and yellow variations.

Both of the new launches are supported 

by in-store touch-screen promotions 

offering travellers the chance to enter a 

prize draw to win a holiday. For Davidoff, 

every participant receives a special Davidoff 

bookmark and is entered into the prize draw 

for a 10-day shopping trip and fashion show 

in New York, while a free gift is offered with 

the purchase of two cartons.

For Gauloises, alongside the ‘Packing My 

Suitcase’ competition, a gift-with-purchase 

promotion will also be in place.

Stand J1

and the airy bubbles make the chocolate 

melt in the mouth. This is combined with 

almond, honey and nougat to provide a 

unique and ideal gifting product.

Another prominent feature is the attractive 

wrapping, which is a shimmering metallic 

red alongside a gold foil printing and 

tactile embossing.

Offered in a practical unit of 11 x 27g, 

Chocobloc Air makes for an ideal purchase 

for the traveller, either as a gift or as a treat 

for any occasion.

Chocolat Frey will also be showcasing 

various other products from its vast Swiss 

chocolate portfolio. Having started as a 

family business back in 1887, it is now the 

number one chocolate manufacturer on the 

Swiss market and has enjoyed international 

success for several years.

All products are made from the finest 

ingredients and are still made in Switzerland 

to original Swiss recipes.

Stand L9
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French accessories designer Tintamar will 

present the Easy Travel Vanity bag at TFWA 

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

The elegant toiletries bag makes for a 

practical addition to any traveller’s luggage 

and is available in red or black water-resistant 

nylon with distinctive striped handles.

Each bag has three separate compartments 

with transparent sides so that cosmetics and 

toiletries can be easily seen. Each pocket has 

a zip closure to keep the contents in place 

INTELLIGENT 
VANITY bAG

and it can be wiped clean to ensure hygiene.

Measuring just 18.5cm by 25cm by 11cm, the 

Tintamar Easy Travel Vanity is lightweight 

and takes up little baggage space.

Having initially been previewed at TFWA 

World Exhibition last October, it is already 

listed on six major airlines: Air France, Iberia, 

Alitalia, Asiana, Qantas and Cathay Pacific.

Edith Petit, chairman and creative 

director, Tintamar, said: “The Easy Travel 

Vanity is one of our ‘roaming species’ of 

intelligent bags from the Tintamar Territory 

– attractive, functional and perfect for 

travellers who like to keep their toiletries 

neat and tidy.”

Stand H10

NEW ExHIBITOR

Butlers Chocolates will be exhibiting at 

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE for the 

first time, following rapid expansion into the 

Middle East and Asia in recent years.

The Irish company will showcase its core 

range of travel retail boxes – Butlers 

Premium Collection. This year has 

seen the addition of a dark chocolate 

assortment, which has performed strongly 

since its introduction.

Among the new products that will be 

exhibited are five assortments, including Salt 

Caramel, Almond Crunch and Dark Cocoa. 

The range of Butlers 100g bars has also 

been extended to 11 flavours, with the 

IRISh INNOVATION

new varieties including whole almond 

in dark chocolate, whole hazelnut in 

milk chocolate, and dark chocolate mint 

crunch. 35 milk and dark chocolate bars 

have also recently been introduced.

Butlers is also well-known for its 

unique café and chocolate shop concept 

– Butlers Chocolate Cafés – both in 

Ireland and internationally. While the 

flagship café is in Dublin Airport, two 

new Chocolate Café Kiosks have recently 

been opened in both the domestic and 

international departure lounges at 

Jinnah International Airport, Karachi.

Stand Q9
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Ferrero Travel Market will take the 

opportunity to present the Kinder Surprise 

‘Happy Hippo’ Kinder Chocobox at TFWA 

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

Each 144g product contains four Kinder 

Chocolate and four Kinder Country bars. The 

lunchbox gift-pack is decorated in a pink or 

blue Happy Hippo theme, making it a perfect 

gift for all children.

Serge van Wijck, marketing manager, Ferrero 

Travel Market, said: “Kinder is full of surprises. 

The Happy Hippo themed products are great 

fun for children and as always the contents are 

made with the very best ingredients.”

In addition to the Kinder products, Ferrero 

will also showcase the latest lines from its 

portfolio of other popular brands, including, 

Ferrero, Tic Tac, Raffaello and Nutella.

Stand L8

FERRERO 
PRESENTS 
hAPPY hIPPO

Following a landmark year in which Clogau 

Gold launched its retailer web platform and 

shop-in-shop concept, and enjoyed a record-

breaking year of sales, the Welsh jewellery 

brand will again be exhibiting at TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

This year's Royal Wedding between Prince 

William and Miss Catherine Middleton has 

further heightened awareness of Clogau 

Gold’s Royal association, as the company 

uses the same Welsh gold as has been used 

in generations of Royal Family members’ 

wedding rings.

CLogAu’S royAL LiNk

Neuhaus will take the opportunity to 

present the Neuhaus Collection of classic 

Belgian chocolates at TFWA Asia Pacific & 

GATE ONE2ONE.

The top-selling collection has been 

further enhanced with a wider selection of 

chocolates and the new collection consists 

of six Prestige boxes, each containing 

between 12 and 20 chocolates. Presented in 

new, luxurious packaging with an attractive 

design, the new range makes for an ideal 

premium chocolate gift.

Neuhaus Collection Stars is a selection of 

the company’s iconic pralines, which are 

100% handmade. Composed of a traditional 

artisan nougatine hand-filled with smooth 

fresh cream or ganache and coated with 

dark or milk chocolate, the silver box 

contains 12 pieces of ‘Les Irrésistibles’ and 

the famous Caprice and Tentation.

Meanwhile, the Neuhaus Collection Mix 

features a selection of dark, milk and 

white chocolates with a mix between 

praline, gianduja and ganache fillings, and 

contains 20 chocolates. Also available are 

the 20-piece Neuhaus Collection Milk and 

Neuhaus Collection Dark, as well as the 

16-piece Neuhaus Collection Cocoa.

Completing the range is the Neuhaus 

Collection Glamour Truffles – a selection 

of dark chocolate pralines filled with 

butter cream. The trendy orange box 

contains 16 truffles with six different 

flavours: Classic, Extra Dark, Coffee, 

Tiramisu, Cognac and Champagne.

Stand P9

NEUhAUS’ 
NEW 
COLLECTION

In 2011, Clogau Gold is introducing over 30 

new items into existing collections, as well 

as a number of brand new collections for the 

Spring & Summer 2011 range.

The Royally-inspired Lillibet collection will 

be introduced in celebration of the Queen’s 

85th birthday this year, while the Kensington 

and Royal Roses collections will also be 

launched. The latter is a tastefully re-

designed collection in keeping with Clogau’s 

renewed, more contemporary image.Three 

more new collections – Lyra, Awelon (a 

Welsh word which translates to ‘wind’), 

Pal Zileri will present the Autumn-Winter 

2011/12 collection at TFWA Asia Pacific & 

GATE ONE2ONE.

The collection draws on the design 

experimentation and creative spirit 

of Chicago in the 1930s. Each piece is 

designed to reproduce the elegance found 

in the historical fashion archives of those 

times, but with a modern take.

The Green Mill line is informal but 

sophisticated, representing the famous 

ChICAGO-INSPIRED FAShION

club where legendary jazz players used 

to perform. Consisting of long classic 

garments, double-breasted coats 

and pinstripes, the range includes an 

assortment of greys, from anthracite to 

black, with contrasting cuts in camel  

and burgundy.

River Walk – the range named after the 

walkway along the Chicago River – is made 

up of garments designed for outdoor and 

casual wear. Natural autumn colours, 

from brown to military dark green, are 

cut with an array of dark grey and clear 

colours with blending patterns.

Among the other lines that will 

be presented as part of the new 

collection is the Blue Chicago range. 

Fine pinstripes and dark fabrics are 

alternated with the lighter shades 

of blue and sky blue, with cuts in 

shades of ivory and light greys. Wools 

and cashmeres with carded flannels 

are also included to complement the 

pinstripes or micropatterns.

Stand H18

SCorpio’S 
DiVErSE 
portfoLio
Visitors to TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE 

ONE2ONE will have the opportunity to 

preview the latest lines from Scorpio 

Distributors – ranging from Swiss 

timepieces to eco-friendly toys.

Swiss watch brand Jacques du Manoir is 

the latest brand to have been added to the 

Scorpio portfolio. Scorpio has exclusive 

distribution rights for inflight and travel retail 

sales worldwide for the watches, which are 

manufactured by the Boegli family.

20 SKUs will initially be offered, ranging in 

price from $169 to $249. Richard Kennedy, 

Scorpio Group sales & merchandising 

and Damselfly – will also be presented 

in Singapore. Clogau’s jewellery will be 

displayed using the company’s new shop-in-

shop concept, which will make up part of its 

stand at the exhibition.

Stand B8

director, said: “These are classical Swiss 

watches, very well made and of excellent 

quality, but which are far more affordable 

than others on the market. We are 

introducing them to buyers in Singapore 

and have high expectations for the brand.”

Scorpio will also introduce a new range 

of toys from Hape for the travel retail 

market. Initially available to retail outlets 

in the Middle East and Asia, each toy 

combines high-quality materials with the 

use of bamboo, offers unique design, is 

educational and ecologically sound.

The Hape portfolio of toys includes the 

E-plane, E-truck, E-offroader and the 

E-racer Monza, as well as various puzzles, 

play and strategy games. Retail prices 

range from $10-$40.

The new Garden Gang from the highly 

successful Just range will also be 

showcased on the Scorpio stand.

Stand K28
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NEW ExHIBITOR

Diverse Flavours will exhibit its portfolio of 

premium South African Estate wines for the very 

first time at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

Visitors to the exhibition will have the 

chance to sample wines from seven Family-

operated wine estates including: Avondale, 

Cederberg, Deetlefs, Hidden Valley, Muratie, 

Mount Vernon, and Napier. South Africa’s first 

Cognac-style brandy, Oude Molen, which dates 

back to 1910, will also be showcased.

Avondale wines, which are targeted at 

premium wine consumers, are both elegant 

and classic and each of the seven hand-crafted 

DiVErSE 
portfoLio

wines is produced with the ethos ‘Terra Est 

Vita’, which means ‘Soil is Life’. Meanwhile, 

at 1,000m above sea level, Cederberg is the 

highest winery in South Africa and the estate 

has produced many award-winning wines.

Anthony Budd, managing director, Diverse 

Flavours, said: “The Asian consumer’s desire 

and appreciation of premium wines has been 

increasing for many years now. Europe has led 

the way, but the consumer is always looking 

for something different and unique and I am 

confident that South Africa, with its 350-year-

old wine making history, its mix of old and 

new world styles, is well placed to offer the 

consumer in Asia Pacific travel retail new and 

exciting brand names and experiences.”

In total, more than 60 wines will be 

presented alongside four Brandies, for 

visitors to the stand to preview.

Stand Q6

NEW ExHIBITOR

Pranda Jewelry will present 

the latest pieces from Prima 

Gold, Baldessarini, and caï 

jewels in Singapore for  

the very first time.

Prima Gold will unveil the new 

Silver and Gold collection, which 

sees a continuation of signature 

motifs, hearts and wings, butterflies 

and orchids. Each of the detailed 

designs is created from premium 24k 

gold and the highest quality gemstones, 

but for the first time also incorporates 

925 sterling silver and the Prima name.

Also being presented will be the three 

latest collections from Baldessarini: 

Jewellery, Watches and Fine Jewellery. 

The company is well-known for its high 

quality masculine jewellery and the 

jewellery collection for 2011 is primarily 

based on oxidised 925 sterling silver, 

which is combined in some pieces with 

calf nappa leather and gemstones.

A main focus of the collection is on the 

powerful appearance of the crocodile.  

The matching calcite pendant and ring are 

complemented by matching cufflinks.

Among the highlights being presented 

mAjESTIC 
jEWELS

from the caï jewels collection will be 

a silver necklace and matching rings, 

which incorporate various stones for a 

striking and trendy look.

A range of caï men’s pieces will also 

be showcased, and included in the new 

collection is a chain in a silver oxidised 

look with a striking bull motif pendant  

and a woven black leather bracelet,  

which presents an elegant take on the 

symbolic design.

Stand A17
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NEW ExHIBITOR

Visitors to the Piquadro stand in Singapore will 

be able to preview the first-time exhibitor’s 

new Land collection of business bags.

The collection for Spring/Summer 2011 boasts 

accentuated stitching and brushed metal studs, 

typical of traditional saddle manufacturing.

High-quality full grain calfskin from the 

Tuscan tanning district is used and after 

being vegetable tanned and dyed with natural 

ingredients, it is hand-buffed to bring out its 

colours and give it a shadowed effect.

buSinESS 
CLASS bAgS

The collection comprises briefcases, messenger 

bags, backpacks and trolleys, and each of 

the products is equipped with a practical 

internal organiser that provides pockets and 

compartments made from leather and metallic 

netting to hold the iPad, iPhone and PC.

Comfort is also ensured by the padded 

handle and swivel snap hook, which 

Piquadro has introduced for the first time 

in the Land collection to improve stability 

during transportation.

The briefcases are available in a wide 

selection of colours, including RAF blue, 

black, honey, dark brown and moss green. 

The overnight briefcase of the Piquadro 

Land range, meanwhile, features a trolley 

system and front pockets.

Stand C18

Bonardo Travel Retail will once again 

be exhibiting in Singapore, where the 

company will present its latest chocolate 

products, including the Dark Chocolate 

(70%) with reduced sugar content from 

Chocolat Villars.

The new Villars tablet contains 

Rebaudioside A, a sweetener extracted 

from the Stevia Plant. The Stevia Plant is 

cultivated in South America and is said to 

have a taste three hundred times sweeter 

than sugar and a low calorific content.

Villars’ philosophy in its chocolate 

production is not to use colourants 

or artificial aromas and flavours, and 

instead to use only natural ingredients. 

This approach means that the Dark 

Chocolate (70%) tablet has a sugar 

content of just 4%, making it ideal  

for those who are limiting their  

sugar consumption.

A number of the company’s other products 

will also be showcased on the Bonardo 

Travel Retail stand for visitors to TFWA 

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE to preview.

Stand L9

NATuRAlly 
hEAlThy 
chOcOlATE
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Once again exhibiting at TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, Mäurer & 

Wirtz will present the Acqua Colonia 

range of body care products.

In addition to the new fragrance Juniper 

Berry & Marjoram, Acqua Colonia 

is also launching fresh body care 

products: Refreshing Bath & Shower 

Gel (300ml); Natural Liquid Hand Wash 

(300ml); Refreshing Face & Body Spray 

(75ml); and Refreshing Tissues.

The relaxing fragrance composition 

of Juniper Berry & Marjoram, 

boDy 
bEAUty

presented by fragrance company 4711, 

is also transferred onto the additional 

body care products, making use of the 

aromatherapeutic quality, which is an 

essential strength of the 4711 brand.

The body care products also feature 

stylish botanical illustrations, alongside 

the soft natural Acqua Colonia green, 

to ensure that the new products are 

recognisable, even from a distance.

Other fragrance compositions from Acqua 

Colonia include Melissa & Verbena, Lemon 

& Ginger, Rhubarb & Clary Sage, and Blood 

Orange & Basil.

The Eau de Cologne Splash & Spray edition 

is available in 170ml, while the Eau de 

Cologne Natural Spray is available in a 

50ml format.

Stand J4

in the seasonal atlantic blue colour scheme 

with navy/white/navy webbing. Dedicated 

Trainspotting lining is applied in every bag, 

as well as a personalised Bally Switzerland 

plaque. A number of new colours and 

functionalities will also be introduced in the 

upcoming Autumn/Winter 2011 Collection.

Stand HS09

NEW ExHIBITOR

Bally is exhibiting for the first time in 

Singapore, where the luxury brand will 

showcase the iconic Trainspotting product line 

from its Men’s Accessories Collection, which 

includes bags, belts and shoes.

The rare Casbah leather combines robustness 

and softness, providing both natural and 

masculine characteristics, as well as 

Luxury LEAtHEr ACCESSoriES

NEW ExHIBITOR

Visitors to the Angus Dundee Distillers stand 

will be able to view the brand new Tomintoul 

Speyside Glenlivet Single Malt Scotch 

Whisky Aged 21 Years.

The new release is the first Tomintoul 

edition to be introduced to the market and 

fills a gap in the existing portfolio.

Duncan Baldwin, international marketing 

director, said: “When Tomintoul 33 years old 

was released it meant that there was a real 

gap between it and Tomintoul 16 years old. 

We have addressed this with the launch of 

the 21 years old edition.”

Golden in colour, the nose is smooth and 

round, with scents of candied peel and a 

touch of spice, the palate is elegant with 

hints of vanilla and fruity sweetness, and the 

finish is mature and rich, yet gentle.

Robert Fleming, Tomintoul Distillery 

director, said: “Only those casks offering 

classic floral and fruity characteristics with 

a touch of spice have been selected for this 

bottling. The resulting richness of taste can 

only be achieved after the careful ageing of 

the finest malt spirit in choice oak casks for 

21 patient years.”

The 21 years old expression is supplied in 

cases of 6 x 70cl bottles, each of which is 

presented in a cylindrical tube. The product 

will be available in the US, UK, Western 

Europe and Asia.

Stand Q8

fIllING 
A GAP

Kraft Foods World Travel Retail (KFWTR) 

will present the latest lines of novelties from 

both Kraft Foods and Cadbury at TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

Bringing together the key strengths of both 

companies’ brands, KFWTR has chosen a 

strong portfolio to focus on in 2011.

“Having a diverse and strong brand 

portfolio in all key confectionery segments 

– chocolate, gum and candy – to present 

to our trade partners at TFWA Asia Pacific 

is very exciting for us,” explained Andreas 

Fehr, KFWTR managing director.

“Asia Pacific is an important and growing region 

for the category, and we are looking forward to 

sharing our novelties and combined plans for 

2011 with our retail partners.”

Among the products that are to be displayed in 

Singapore will be the Toblerone Golden Minis 

Pouch, which satisfies the demand for snacking 

and sharing products. Building on the success of 

the previously released Mix Pack, it is presented 

in a proven travel retail pouch format.

Among the various other products that 

will be presented will be the Côte d’Or 

Chocolate Minis, Milka Imagine and the 

Cadbury Luxury Selection, including new 

190g and 510g formats, in addition to the 

popular 335g edition.

Stand P20

KRAFT 
PRESENTS 
bEST OF 
bOTh

PluSh 
PENS
PARKER will introduce the new Sonnet 

Feminine collection at TFWA Asia Pacific & 

GATE ONE2ONE.

Inspired by the Pink Gold trend, the new 

premium range of accessories boasts 

exclusively feminine and modern finishes.

New for Spring-Summer 2011, PARKER’s 

latest releases have reinterpreted the 

brand’s signature in three new styles to 

produce a stunning collection of pens in a 

luxurious palette of metallic pink gold tones.

Whether in their twenties, thirties or more, 

women worldwide will connect with the 

beauty and style of the new Sonnet range, 

which has been designed exclusively  

for them.

Boasting a signature feminine glamour, the 

dazzling pens provide the ultimate lifestyle 

accessory – modern, beautiful and on-trend.

PARKER’s products are distributed by LATR 

(Les Accessoires Travel Retail) within the 

travel retail channel.

Stand E19

resistance to scratches and water.

The branding elements on the accessories 

combine the classic red/white/red webbing 

and the pure brass Palladio Vintage, while 

the Swiss Cross directly links the collection 

to Switzerland and, thus, Bally. All styles are 

available in chocolate with red/white/red 

webbing, and in black with black/white/black 

webbing. A number of styles are also available 
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NEW ExHIBITOR

Boggi Milano – exhibiting in Singapore for 

the first time – will showcase its latest lines 

of Italian lifestyle wear, inspired by the 

quintessential Milanese business style.

As well as formal and classic attire, Boggi 

Milano also targets modern businessmen 

and professionals, offering both the more 

historical look, built on suit and tie, and a 

wide range of casual wear products.

The company focuses on four separate styles: 

Boggi Made to Measure, Boggi Formal & 

Business, Boggi Casual and Boggi Resort.

FINE ITALIAN 
FAShION

Taking centre stage at TFWA Asia Pacific 

& GATE ONE2ONE will be the Spring-

Summer 2011 collection. The vast array 

of products within the collection ranges 

from the more formal Striped Stretch Suit 

and Jacquard Silk Ties, to the more casual 

Cotton Trousers and Piquet Polo Shirt.

A range of accessories, including 

Cordura, Suede and Woven Linen belts, 

will also be showcased as part of the 

latest collection.

All of the quality products are hand-

finished and only the finest materials are 

used, including wool cloths from Biella, 

Madras, Gabardines and Seersucker, along 

with the finest linen, silks and cashmeres.

Stand D30

Visitors to the British American Tobacco 

stand in Singapore will have the 

opportunity to preview two brand new 

products from the company.

The first is KENT Convertibles, which uses 

a taste system that allows the smoker to 

choose a taste-change experience. They 

can switch from the signature smooth 

KENT taste to a different taste sensation by 

crushing the flavour capsule inside the filter. 

The innovative new product will be launched 

in July and will be available worldwide.

The second brand new product is the 

Dunhill Swiss Blend. Tibagi and Maryland 

tobaccos are blended with Virginia and 

iNNovAtivE SmokES
Oriental leaves to give a deep, full-

bodied and robust taste experience. To 

keep the product at its best for longer, 

it also features the re-sealable Reloc. 

Exclusively Dunhill.

Dunhill Swiss Blend is targeted at 

consumers who are looking for premium 

tobacco with quality that is underwritten 

by expertise, the finest materials 

and ingredients to provide a truly 

differentiated experience.

Brand new to the Asia Pacific region, it will 

be available from June onwards.

Stand HS27
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new products

hYDRATING 
SKIN CARE

NEW ExHIBITOR

Nougat London will make its debut at 

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE this 

year, where the company will introduce 

its portfolio of skin care products.

Among the items that will be showcased is 

the Flight Companion kit, which combats the 

effects of dehydration and tiredness, which 

can be caused by flying.

The Luscious Lip Balm rehydrates the delicate 

skin on your lips, while the Hand Sanitiser 

is the perfect way to moisturise your hands. 

The anti-bacterial properties of lemongrass, 

bergamot, eucalyptus, tea tree and lemon 

peel also help to protect and cleanse.

Nougat London will also present the Come 

Away With Me gift set, which contains five 

Nougat travel-size products: Moisturising 

Soap 100g; Shine Enhancing Shampoo 

100ml; Nourishing Conditioner 100ml; 

Moisturising Shower Gel 100ml; and 

Conditioning Body Souffle 100ml.

Additionally, visitors to the first-time exhibitor’s 

stand will also be able to preview NGT by 

Nougat – the company’s first-ever grooming 

collection for men. The full collection of classic 

men’s shaving and grooming products contains 

tried and tested ingredients that hydrate, 

protect and care for all skin types.

Stand A2

At this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE 

ONE2ONE, Goldkenn will present Gold Cash 

350g, which is the latest addition to the 

highly successful Gold Collection.

Boasting a new packaging design and format, 

the sharing bag is made out of fashionable 

gold transparent packaging and the golden 

foil-wrapped coins are clearly visible.

Made with the finest Swiss chocolate, the 

product makes for an ideal treat to be 

shared with friends and family. Each stylish 

pack contains 80 golden coins.

Founded in Switzerland in 1980, Goldkenn has 

established a leading reputation in the industry 

for its innovative chocolates and eye-catching 

packaging. The internationally recognisable 

Goldbar is among the various other products 

that will also be presented in Singapore. 

Stand N18

chOcOlATE GOld

Sea & Sky Supply will showcase a broad 

range of its latest electronics items at TFWA 

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE in Singapore.

The company has reported that the ‘Plug 

and Play’ concept of Philips and Cloudz has 

been very well received and the latest lines 

will be presented on the stand.

Headphones, power solutions, and a range 

of accessories for the iPod, iPad and laptops 

from Philips will be presented, alongside 

the travel comfort accessories from Cloudz. 

Among the Cloudz products will be the 

microbead neck pillows, travel blankets and 

children’s licensed colouring books.

The concept can be tailor-made for any 

airport as the number of SKUs can be 

chosen by the customer, and it can be 

designed to specifically fit within available 

space in the shop.

For the Far East market, a range of high-end 

shavers will also be showcased, including 

the Philips RQ1260/03, which is exclusively 

available for inflight sales.

Stand N26

pLug  
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The programme of leisure and social activities at TFWA Asia Pacific & 
GATE ONE2ONE is always second to none, offering the perfect complement 
to a busy week of business on the exhibition floor. This year is no different, 
with delegates able to get into the swing at the popular annual Golf 
Tournament and finish the week in style at the Singapore Swing Party.

LEiSurE AnD 
SoCiAL ACTiViTiES

GOLF TOURNAmENT
Sunday 15 May, 07:15 

Sentosa Golf Club – Tanjong Course

The week tees off with the ever-

popular annual Golf Tournament, 

which once again takes place at the 

stunning Sentosa Golf Club – Tanjong 

Course. It really is a perfect, relaxed 

start to a busy week of networking.  

Of course, fabulous prizes are on offer 

with the traditional ‘hole in one’ and 

‘nearest the pin’ competitions.

Transportation leaves the  

Pan Pacific Hotel at 06:15.

In partnership with: 

The iconic Raffles Hotel 

provides the setting for this 

year’s Welcoming Cocktail. The 

sumptuous surroundings are 

the perfect informal networking 

setting, with the opportunity 

to make new business 

acquaintances and meet up 

Sunday 15 May, 19:30 

Raffles Hotel

The DFNI Awards for 

Travel Retail Excellence 

in Asia/Pacific recognise 

the achievements of the 

Asia/Pacific travel retail 

industry, with awards in 

several categories decided 

by a vote open to all 

companies operating in 

the region.

Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific & 

GATE ONE2ONE participants.

DRESS CODE: BUSINESS

ThE dfNI 
AwARdS 
for Travel Retail Excellence 
in Asia/Pacific 2011

Tuesday 17 May, 18:00
Suntec Theatre, Level 2

Conveniently-located on Level 3 

of the Suntec Centre, the TFWA 

Asia Pacific Bar is now firmly 

established as the ideal  

networking location within the 

venue. Badge holders can use the 

Bar for meetings during breakfast 

and lunch, and once the exhibition 

closes it is transformed into a 

vibrant after-hours venue.

Breakfast from 08:00 to 09:30

Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00  

(last orders at 14:15)

Bar from 18:00 to 19:30 

(except Monday, open from 17:30)

Badge holders only

TfwA 
ASIA 
PAcIfIc 
BAR

Always a highlight of the week, this year’s Singapore Swing Party will feature the 

magic and mystery of the Asian Circus. Guests will see some spectacular traditional 

and modern performances, combining acrobatic flair with Asian elegance. The setting 

is the exquisite Tanjong Beach Club and its seafront, poolside terrace. It truly is the 

perfect way to round off the week in style.

DRESS CODE: SMART CASUAL

Entrance by invitation only.

A shuttle service will be available from all major hotels.

with old friends. It is, of course, 

also the ideal chance to  

sample a Singapore Sling, 

which was created at the hotel’s 

famous Long Bar almost  

100 years ago.

DRESS CODE: CASUAL

Entrance by invitation only.

A shuttle service will be available 

from all major hotels.

Kindly sponsored by:

MLP
MLP

A NEW EXPRESSION IN WINE

by

Welcoming 
cocktail

SingaPoRe

TS11_Invit_Welc_Cocktail_horiz_0604.indd   1 12/04/11   17:20:47

BluES 
NIGhT 

The Travel Retail Business

The Blues Night is a 

renowned fixture during the 

week of TFWA Asia Pacific & 

GATE ONE2ONE. The Travel 

Retail Business invites all 

delegates and exhibitors to 

attend what promises to be 

a night of exceptional live 

blues and rock music from 

The Billy Norman Band.

Important: All attendees 

must bring their TFWA Asia 

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE 

badges to gain entry.

Monday 16 May, 21:30 until late 
Le Baroque, Chijmes

Come along and relax 
at the Pool Party

Enjoy a tasty barbecue buffet 
and complimentary massages
helping to make this a perfect 
mid-week escape

Dress code : casual

Entrance by invitation only
A shuttle service will be available 
from all major hotels 

Located in the heart of the city with 
a view of the city

Mandarin Oriental
Marina Square. 
5 Raffles Avenue Singapore

POOL PARTY
MANDARIN ORIENTAL

TUESDAY 17 MAY 2011 - 19:30

The popular Pool Party returns 

this year at a new location – 

the Mandarin Oriental Hotel. 

Complimentary massages 

and a barbecue buffet make 

this the ideal event for some 

mid-week relaxation.

DRESS CODE:  

CASUAL/POOL WEAR

Entrance by invitation only.

A shuttle service will be 

available from all major hotels.

Monday 16 May to Thursday  

18 May, 08:00-19:30 

Suntec, Level 3

Tuesday 17 May, 19:30 

Mandarin Oriental Hotel

Wednesday 18 May, 19:30 

Tanjong Beach Club (Sentosa)

Come along and relax 
at the Pool Party

Enjoy a tasty barbecue buffet 
and complimentary massages
helping to make this a perfect 
mid-week escape

Dress code : casual

Entrance by invitation only
A shuttle service will be available 
from all major hotels 

Located in the heart of the city with 
a view of the city

Mandarin Oriental
Marina Square. 
5 Raffles Avenue Singapore

POOL PARTY
MANDARIN ORIENTAL

TUESDAY 17 MAY 2011 - 19:30
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fuLL ExHibitor 
LiSTing 2011
STAND NAME STAND NUMBER SECTOR
A. DE FUSSIGNY ...........................................................................................................................N8 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ACCA KAPPA ................................................................................................................................H1 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
AGIO CIGARS ................................................................................................................................ F5 ........................................................................................................................ Tobacco
AJMAL ..........................................................................................................................................C2 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
AL SEDDIK PASTRIES - new exhibitor ....................................................................................... A7 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
ALEXANDER DISTILLERIA BOTTEGA .......................................................................................... J9 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ALPURE ........................................................................................................................................M9 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
AMALA CERTIFIED ORGANIC SKINCARE ...................................................................................D10 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
ANGUS DUNDEE DISTILLERS - new exhibitor ..........................................................................Q8 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ARNOLD ANDRE / MAC BAREN - new exhibitor ......................................................................M35 ...................................................................................................................... Tobacco
ARTDECO COSMETIC GROUP ......................................................................................................H3 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL ............................................................................................D22 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC - new exhibitor .........................................................Q5 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
BALLY - new exhibitor ..............................................................................................................HS09 .............................................................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARDINET .................................................................................................................................... A1 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
BEAUTY CONTACT .......................................................................................................................G8 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
BELVEDERE DUTY FREE ..............................................................................................................K5 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
BEURER - new exhibitor ........................................................................................................... F01 ..................................................................................................................Electronics
BOGGI MILANO - new exhibitor ................................................................................................D30 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BONARDO TRAVEL RETAIL .......................................................................................................... L9 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BONBON WATCH .........................................................................................................................P2 .....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
BRAUN GMBH ............................................................................................................................. E13 ..................................................................................................................Electronics
BRIONI ROMAN STYLE ............................................................................................................... F26 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO .................................................................................................HS27 ...................................................................................................................... Tobacco
BRUICHLADDICH DISTILLERY - new exhibitor .........................................................................N6 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
BRUYERRE ...................................................................................................................................P1 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BUCKLEY JEWELLERY LTD .........................................................................................................N9 .....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
BULGARI ..................................................................................................................................... J18 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
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BUTLERS - new exhibitor ...........................................................................................................Q9 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CAMUS COGNAC .........................................................................................................................K13 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
CHÂTEAU D’ESCLANS/ SACHA LICHINE ...................................................................................N30 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
CL WORLD BRANDS DUTY FREE ................................................................................................M8 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
CLOGAU ........................................................................................................................................B8 .....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
COFINLUXE .................................................................................................................................K29 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
COLLISTAR ...................................................................................................................................K1 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
CONDENSÉ PARIS ....................................................................................................................... L2 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
COTY PRESTIGE .........................................................................................................................HS10 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
CRESTA SWISS CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR ....................................................................................... A5 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
CRM .............................................................................................................................................G13 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
DESTILERIAS CAMPENY ............................................................................................................. P31 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DIAGEO - new exhibitor ............................................................................................................. F30 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DICKIE-SPIELZEUG ....................................................................................................................D13 .................................................................................................................. Gifts / Toys
DIVERSE FLAVOURS - new exhibitor .........................................................................................Q6 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DONUM MASSENEZ / COGNAC GODET - new exhibitor ............................................................Q4 ..............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DOUGLAS LAING - new exhibitor .............................................................................................. P02 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE ........................................................................................................... P12 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DUTY-FREE NEWS INTERNATIONAL ......................................................................................... A21 ...........................................................................................................................Press
ELLA MORISSA ........................................................................................................................... E10 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
ELLE - new exhibitor ................................................................................................................. A29 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
EMPIRE OF SCENTS - new exhibitor ........................................................................................ C26 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EQUSS .........................................................................................................................................G18 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAILING INC ..................................................................................HS05 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EUROCOSMESI............................................................................................................................ J10 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EUROITALIA ................................................................................................................................ L18 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
F BEVERAGES LTD - new exhibitor ...........................................................................................Q10 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
FABRICE TRAVEL SELECTIONS - new exhibitor ........................................................................ P3 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FALIC FASHION GROUP ............................................................................................................. J802 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
FALORNI ITALIA LE BORSE - new exhibitor .............................................................................. A8 ................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
FAUCHON ....................................................................................................................................N13 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERRERO ..................................................................................................................................... L8 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD ...............................................................N18 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FRATELLI ROSSETTI - new exhibitor .........................................................................................K9 ................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT ...........................................................................................................G21 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
FREY WILLE ................................................................................................................................ J30 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
GÉRARD BERTRAND - new exhibitor .......................................................................................B10 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
GERZON DUTY FREE ..................................................................................................................D18 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
GIORGIO FEDON 1919 - new exhibitor ......................................................................................M16 .............................................................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER ................................................................................................................H2 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GOLD SILK ...................................................................................................................................N1 .....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
GROUPE GL .................................................................................................................................. E8 .....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
GUESS .........................................................................................................................................G19 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GUESS JEWELLERY - new exhibitor .......................................................................................... E9 .....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
GUEST MEN FRAGRANCES & COSMETICS ............................................................................... C301 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
GUYLIAN ......................................................................................................................................K10 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HARSTON CELLARS DIVISION.................................................................................................... P24 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
HARSTON FASHION DIVISION .................................................................................................... P26 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
HAWAIIAN HOST CHOCOLATES .................................................................................................. P13 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HERMÈS .....................................................................................................................................HS03 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
HERSHEY’S ................................................................................................................................. P10 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HIDESIGN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED - new exhibitor ..................................................................Q2 ................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
HIYOKO - new exhibitor .............................................................................................................. A4 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HON CORP - new exhibitor ....................................................................................................... A30 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD .................................................................................................N31 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ICE-WATCH ................................................................................................................................. C10 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
ICRYSTAL NEW YORK - new exhibitor ...................................................................................... A27 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
IDESA PARFUMS SA ...................................................................................................................G10 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
IDT JETS .......................................................................................................................................B5 ................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
IMPERIAL TOBACCO .................................................................................................................... J1 ........................................................................................................................ Tobacco
INFLIGHT TRADE SERVICES........................................................................................................ F2 ................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
INNISKILLIN / VINCOR ...............................................................................................................M34 ............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
INTER PARFUMS ........................................................................................................................G29 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE .......................................................................................................M1 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ISHIYA - new exhibitor ................................................................................................................ A3 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
ITF SPA ........................................................................................................................................ F13 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
J. CORTES CIGARS ...................................................................................................................... F10 ....................................................................................................................... Tobacco
JACOBSENS BAKERY - new exhibitor .......................................................................................Q7 .......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
JACOMO ......................................................................................................................................M30 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JACQUES BOGART GROUP .........................................................................................................M18 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO .............................................................................................................. C30 ....................................................................................................................... Tobacco
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU .......................................................................................................Q1 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JT INTERNATIONAL ...................................................................................................................HS25 ...................................................................................................................... Tobacco
KALOO, CLAYEUX, COROLLE ......................................................................................................D31 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
KARELIA .......................................................................................................................................G1 ........................................................................................................................ Tobacco
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA ......................................................................................H30 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KOREAN AIR - new exhibitor .................................................................................................... C31 ........................................................................................................................... Other
KORJO .......................................................................................................................................... F3 ................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KOTO PARFUMS ...........................................................................................................................M2 ............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
KRAFT FOODS WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL ..................................................................................... P20 ......................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
L AND L SAS ............................................................................................................................... J28 .............................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
L’AMY GROUP .............................................................................................................................. C21 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE - new exhibitor ...........................................................................HS15 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
L’OREAL ......................................................................................................................................HS08 ...........................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA SULTANE DE SABA .................................................................................................................G4 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA-TWEEZ ....................................................................................................................................B4 ................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
LACOSTE .....................................................................................................................................H19 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LAMBRETTA ................................................................................................................................B26 ....................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
LAMY - new exhibitor ................................................................................................................. E5 ................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
LLADRO - new exhibitor ............................................................................................................ F16 .................................................................................... Home decoration / Tableware
LORIENCE PARIS .........................................................................................................................H8 .............................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUXOTTICA GROUP ..................................................................................................................... F20 ............................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
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MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL LTD - new exhibitor ..........................................N4 ................................................................Wine & Spirits
MÄHLER-BESSE - new exhibitor ...................................................................Q3 ................................................................Wine & Spirits
MARCOLIN SPA ................................................................................................J34 ................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL ........................................................K35 ..........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
MAUI JIM USA, INC. .........................................................................................G9 .................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MÄURER & WIRTZ ...........................................................................................J4................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MAVIVE .............................................................................................................L30 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MG CELLARS LTD - new exhibitor .................................................................A10 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
MICYS COMPANY SPA - PUPA .........................................................................F9 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MISAKI ..............................................................................................................G31 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
MITCH & MARC AUSTRALIA ............................................................................N19 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MOLINARI - new exhibitor .............................................................................L31 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
MORGAN & OATES ...........................................................................................M10 ............................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
NESTLE ............................................................................................................G30 ..........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
NEUHAUS.........................................................................................................P9 ............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
NIGURA METZLER OPTICS INTERNATIONAL .................................................C7 .................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
NOUGAT LONDON - new exhibitor .................................................................A2 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
NUTTY NUTS ....................................................................................................N2 ............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
OILILY / LEONTINE HAGOORT .........................................................................D19 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
ORLANE - new exhibitor ................................................................................F19 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
OXYGEN ............................................................................................................H13 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PACIFIC CREATION - new exhibitor ...............................................................B18 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PAL ZILERI .......................................................................................................H18 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PANDORA - new exhibitor ..............................................................................A18 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PARFUMS CARON ............................................................................................D9 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR ............................................................................HS19 ...........................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS PRINCESSE MARINA DE BOURBON ..............................................M26 ............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARKER ............................................................................................................E19 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PARLUX FRAGRANCES - new exhibitor .........................................................B12 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PASHMA ...........................................................................................................J8................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PATONS MACADAMIAS ....................................................................................C13 ..........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG ...........................................................H31 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
PAUL SAPIN - new exhibitor ..........................................................................C5 ................................................................Wine & Spirits
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL ...........................................N3 ............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PERFUMES LOEWE SA ....................................................................................HS16 ...........................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PERFUMES Y DISENO ......................................................................................H9 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PERNOD RICARD .............................................................................................N32 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
PEUCH ET BESSE L’ EMOTION DU VIN - new exhibitor ................................P5 ................................................................Wine & Spirits
PHILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE ....................................................................K8 .....................................................................Electronics
PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582 - new exhibitor ................................................Q01 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PICA LELA ........................................................................................................E18 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PIQUADRO - new exhibitor .............................................................................C18 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
POLAROID EYEWEAR - new exhibitor ............................................................M5 ................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
POLICE LIFESTYLE & EYEWEAR - new exhibitor ..........................................B22 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PRANDA GROUP - new exhibitor ...................................................................A17 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD ..................................................P6 ..................................................................... Gifts / Toys
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL .............................................................................L35 ........................................................................Tobacco
PUIG BEAUTY AND FASHION ..........................................................................K2 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
QUARTIER FRANÇAIS SPIRITUEUX - new exhibitor ......................................N33 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
REFLECTA - NOMINATION ..............................................................................J31 ..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
REMY COINTREAU GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL ..................................................P22 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING ...........................................................................G2 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
ROSENDAHL COPENHAGEN ...........................................................................K16 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SA DESIGNER PARFUMS .................................................................................A22 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO ................................................................................HS06 ...........................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SAMPAR - new exhibitor ................................................................................E31 .............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP - new exhibitor ......................................D6 ..........................................................................Tobacco
SCORPIO DISTRIBUTORS LTD .........................................................................K28 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SEA & SKY SUPPLY ..........................................................................................N26 ...................................................................Electronics
SELECTIVA SPA - new exhibitor .....................................................................F6 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SEQUOIA ..........................................................................................................J13 ................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SHANGHAI TOBACCO (GROUP) CORP .............................................................D2 ..........................................................................Tobacco
SHISEIDO .........................................................................................................HS07 ...........................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
SILHOUETTE INTERNATIONAL .......................................................................D8 .................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SILVER BASE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD ..............................B2 ..........................................................................Tobacco
SINGAPORE CHANGI AIRPORT .......................................................................L13 ............................................................................Other
SKAGEN DESIGNS ...........................................................................................K18 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SPI GROUP - new exhibitor ............................................................................N22 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
SPRINT-CASS PTE LTD ....................................................................................B7 .....................................................................Electronics
STORCK ............................................................................................................M22 .........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
SUN JEWELRY .................................................................................................E6 ...................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SWAROVSKI......................................................................................................E30 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TALIKA - new exhibitor ...................................................................................F8 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
TATEOSSIAN .....................................................................................................L21 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TEQUILERA CORRALEJO .................................................................................A15 ..............................................................Wine & Spirits
THANN - new exhibitor ..................................................................................C6 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
THE SHARPER IMAGE - new exhibitor...........................................................E02 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
THREE HATS ....................................................................................................F1 ............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
TINTAMAR ........................................................................................................H10 ................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TOMMY HILFIGER - new exhibitor .................................................................H4 .................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TORRES ............................................................................................................D5 ................................................................Wine & Spirits
TOSCOW ...........................................................................................................L29 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TRAVEL BLUE ..................................................................................................D1 .................................. Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TRAVEL RETAIL EXPERTS ...............................................................................C8 ..................................................................... Gifts / Toys
VAG ...................................................................................................................P4 ...............................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
VERSACE ..........................................................................................................D27 .................................................... Jewellery / Watches
VILLIGER SWISS CIGARS .................................................................................C22 ........................................................................Tobacco
VON EICKEN .....................................................................................................L34 ........................................................................Tobacco
VRANKEN POMMERY MONOPOLE - new exhibitor .......................................M4 ...............................................................Wine & Spirits
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS ................................................................................J2.................................................................Wine & Spirits
WIZZ .................................................................................................................E1 ..................................................................... Gifts / Toys
ZONIN SPA .......................................................................................................E2 ................................................................Wine & Spirits






